Fueling Exceptional Customer Experiences

Emma
Avtex helped Edina Realty Create a Groundbreaking Digital Real Estate Assistant

Emma Supports Agents in All Phases of
Real Estate Transactions
Company Overview
Edina Realty, a subsidiary of
HomeServices of America, a Berkshire
Hathaway affiliate, is one of the nation’s
largest real estate companies. With
more than 75 real estate offices and
nearly 2,400 real estate agents licensed
in Minnesota and western Wisconsin,
the company guides customers
through the process of buying and
selling a home.

A trusting relationship between customer and agent is critical to the success of
any real estate transaction. When buying or selling a home, customers need to
know that they can turn to their agent for advice, answers and support
whenever necessary.
Edina Realty is committed to helping its 2,400 agents develop trusting
relationships with every customer they serve. The firm understands the pressure
agents are under to keep customers informed throughout a transaction, and to
maintain relationships with customers even after closing.

Avtex Services

“Our agents have countless
demands on their time. Our goal is to
help them navigate the complexities
of their role by streamlining the
manual, time-consuming pieces of
*Key Partner Technologies
their job and allowing them to focus
on what they love,” said Jeff Loeb,
CIO of Edina Realty. “We make a serious commitment to providing our agents
with the tools and technology they need to do their jobs, and we will support
them however and whenever we can.”

Custom Application Development

Edina Realty turned to Avtex for assistance delivering on this commitment.

At-a-Glance
Development of custom bot application
Integration with multiple platforms
Streamlined access to various solutions

Find out how Avtex can help your business.
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Emma is Born
After conducting a comprehensive review of Edina Realty’s
challenges, goals and current technology utilization, Avtex
helped Edina Realty create Emma, a digital real estate
assistant. Lovingly named for Edina Realty’s founder Emma
Rovick, Emma streamlines communication, information access
and data management. This allows the agent to focus on
what matters most – building those all-important customer
relationships and delivering superior service.
“Edina Realty has always been committed to arming our
agents with the tools and support they need to be successful.
We’ve been able to do that using various technologies,
including Microsoft Dynamics 365 and other solutions,” Loeb
said. “Emma is the next evolution in that effort. She ties those
solutions together into a more useful package for our agents.”
A variety of different platforms and technologies were used
to create Emma. Azure Active Directory was used to enable
agents to have a single sign-on (SSO) experience. Dynamics
365 and Office 365 provided the core platform for contact
management and task synchronization across environments
with the Microsoft Graph connecting the platforms together.
The Bot Framework formed the backbone of the Emma
virtual agent and leveraged LUIS, Cognitive Services and
Azure Search for conversation dialogs and natural language
processing. Speech recognition and Emma’s voice are
powered by the Bing Speech API. It’s all tied together with
an ASP .NET Core application running on top of Azure App
Service, with Azure Functions providing data pipelines in the
background and Signal R service giving real-time notification
back to the application.
The end result is a powerful virtual assistant that offers a
number of valuable features and functions.
Appointment Management
Emma is capable of managing an agent’s appointments. Simply
by asking Emma, an agent can create, update or cancel an
appointment for a showing, open house or closing. Emma can
even send appointment information to the customer.

Find out how Avtex can help your business.

Voice Interactions
To effectively support agents who are constantly on-the-go,
Emma needed to be capable of delivering all of these features
through voice interactions, and on mobile devices. Agents
can interact with Emma via web or mobile platforms through
traditional text interactions or her intuitive voice interface.
Emma integrates with Dynamics 365 and Azure to provide
answers to questions like “Who should I call next?” and “Who
saved the property on 123 France Avenue?”. From there she
helps agents with their next steps, such as calling a contact
and logging notes about the conversation back to CRM, all
with voice. Emma is also able to handle commands like “Send
a flyer for 456 York to Robert” and disambiguate ‘456 York’
to 456 York Ave, Edina MN and ‘Robert’ to ‘Robert Johnson’.
Activity Reminders
Emma helps agents maintain effective communication and
ensure the timely completion of activities by providing daily
reminders via email. Agents can customize these reminders
to their individual preferences. With Emma’s help, agents will
never have to wonder who they should contact next, or which
activities need to be addressed on a given day.
Information Access
Emma provides agents with streamlined data access and
entry. Using Emma, an agent can quickly look up a customer
contact in CRM, update customer information or even create
a new contact. Agents can also see an overview of all their
active transactions or create a new transaction.
Content Delivery
Leveraging a third-party real estate marketing automation
service, Emma automates the delivery of promotional
materials to Edina Realty’s agents. Emma can create and
automatically deliver customized promotional materials
for four key events: new listings, open houses, price
improvements and sold announcements. Emma also
provides agents with an extensive library of customizable
engagement-focused content, including emails, social media
templates and more.
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The End Results
Edina Realty is taking a phased approach with its roll-out of
Emma. Agents have been using the automated content for a
year and several are currently testing and using subsequent
phases to ensure a smooth user-experience. When complete,
Emma will change the way Edina Realty’s agents leverage
the tools at their disposal. Prior to Emma, agents were often

“Emma ties Microsoft Dynamics 365 and
other solutions together into a more useful
package for our agents. ”
Jeff Loeb, CIO – Edina Realty

forced to access multiple platforms to find information or initiate communication with customers. With Emma, those platforms
all work seamlessly to support the agents’ daily activities.
“We never imagined we’d be able to build our own, custom bot to support agents. Emma is truly innovative within our industry
and is a wonderful tool in helping us fulfill our mission to deliver superior customer experiences throughout the process of
buying, selling and homeownership,” Loeb said. “The entire team has embraced Emma, to the point that we’ve developed an
avatar to help create a personality and find ourselves in meetings referring to Emma as “she” and “her” rather than it. I truly think
Emma’s namesake would be proud of what we’ve been able to create with help from Avtex.”

About Avtex
Avtex is a full-service Customer Experience (CX) consulting and solution provider focused on helping organizations create
better experiences for their customers. With an unparalleled breadth of knowledge and experience, and partnerships with
leading technology vendors like Microsoft and Genesys, we are uniquely suited to address any CX challenge.
Our portfolio of solutions and services supports our unique approach to Customer Experience, which includes two key phases,
CX Transformation and CX Orchestration.
•

Our CX Transformation solutions and services aid in the process of defining and improving CX. From Journey Mapping to
CX Design Thinking, we provide the support you need to set the foundation for CX success.

•

Our CX Orchestration, solutions and services enable the realization of your CX strategy through people, processes and
technology. From technology implementation to training, we ensure you have the capabilities to execute your CX strategy.

Find out how Avtex can help your business.
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